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� INTRODUCTION

The complexity of accurately forecasting changes
in the large number of three�dimensional� non�
linear variables needed for weather prediction
has challenged meteorologists for decades� Even
more di�cult is the prediction of air quality� as
this requires not only an accurate weather fore�
cast� but also knowledge and prediction of emis�
sions� deposition� and chemical reactions of the
compounds that are envolved� In addition� three�
dimensional observed meteorological �elds are
used to initialize and verify meteorological mod�
els on a daily basis� No such option exists for air
pollution applications� where three�dimensional
observations are mostly restricted to �eld exper�
iments� Only some surface observations of a few
compunds are taken on a regular basis� Hence�
the Houston ���� �eld experiment was a great
opportunity to not only apply complex modeling
systems in real time� but also to verify results
and evaluate the quality of the forecasts�

Since the relevant processes contributing to
photochemical air pollution are highly com�
plex� non�linear and coupled� numerical simula�
tion models are indispensable tool for diagnos�
tic and prognostic analyses� and can therefore
serve other scientists �such as observationalists
or chemists	 in diagnosing and analysing obser�
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Most of the 
state of the art� modeling sys�

tems that are being used consist of several parts�
including horizontal and vertical advection of
tracers� physical processes that e�ect the trac�
ers �such as turbulent mixing� convection� clouds�
and radiation	� and a chemical mechanism that
describes the gas phase chemical interactions�
The chemical processes are usually treated in�
dependently of the meteorological model� except
that the transport is driven by output from a
meteorological model� Due to this separation of
meteorology and chemistry there is a loss of pos�
sibly important information of atmospheric pro�
cesses that quite often have a time scale of much
less than one hour� e�g� wind speed and direc�
tion� rainfall and cloud formation� Especially on
the regional scale with gridsizes down to  km�
the wind �eld and other meteorological parame�
ters are highly variable and neglecting these vari�
ances may introduce certain errors�
The modeling system that was used in this

study does not separate the meteorology and
chemistry� but integrates the meteorological and
chemical processes simultaneously �
online�	� It
represents the most consistent way to couple the
meteorology and chemistry�

� Model description

Here we will only give a summary of the modeling
system used during the experiment� For a more
detailed description the reader is referred to Grell
et al� �����	�
The �fth�generation Penn State�NCAR

Mesoscale Model �MM�� Grell et al� ���	
was used as the cornerstone of this modeling
system� All MM� capabilities �based currently



on Version �	 were retained� It can be used
in nonhydrostatic mode �Dudhia ���	� and it
has the capabilities for four�dimensional data
assimilation �FDDA	 of analysis and observa�
tions data �synoptic and asynoptic� Stau�er and
Seaman ���	� In addition to the original capa�
bilities it also includes a soil�vegetation�snow
parameterization developed by Smirnova et al�
�����	�

Gridscale and sub�gridscale transport of
species is treated within the meteorological
model �
online�	� The advective transport of
tracers in MM� was changed by implement�
ing a three�dimensional positive de�nite advec�
tion scheme developed by Smolarkiewicz and
Grabowski ����	� The RADM� gas�phase
chemical mechanism �Stockwell et al� ���	�
originally developed for the Regional Acid De�
position Model version � �RADM�	 �Chang et
al� ���	� is used to treat the interaction of
the chemical species with each other� The
Madronich ����	 photolysis scheme provides the
photolysis rates �
online�	� Deposition is calcu�
lated as in the 
�ux�resistance� analogy �Wes�
ley ���	� and is directly tied to the turbulence
and soil�veg�snow parameterization� Sulfate is
present in the form of aerosol particles� its de�
position is described according to Erisman et al�
����	� Biogenic emissions are also calculated

online�� following Simpson et al� ����	 and
Guenther et al� ����� ���	�

The ability to scale to high performance and
large problem sizes has been demonstrated with
the distributed�memory parallel MM� �Micha�
lakes� ����	� The additional complexity of this
code and the additional storage requirements
of the large number of new prognostic vari�
ables makes distributed memory parallel com�
puters even more attractive for running coupled
atmosphere�chemistry models�

� Experimental setup

During the summer of ���� this model was run
in real time over four domains� Fig�  shows the
locations of the covered areas� Horizontal resolu�
tions for the three domains are �� km �D� cov�
ering continental US	� �km �D�� covering large
parts of Texas and Louisiana	� � km �D�� cover�
ing the southeast corner of Texas� and ��� km
�D�� centered on the Galveston Bay area	� The

vertical resolution employs �� terrain�following
height levels� which are stretched in the verti�
cal� The highest resolution was near the ground
with a surface layer thickness of approximately
� m� To get meteorological input data for D�
the �� km RUC analysis was interpolated both
horizontally and vertically to the �� km grid�
Three�hourly boundary conditions were provided
by NCEP�s ETA model� The model was then in�
tegrated in its full physics�chemistry version to
provide two ���hour forecasts per day� The ��
hourly output was used to initalize meteorologi�
cal �elds for domain D�� as well as to provide me�
teorological and chemical boundary conditions�
The same procedure was implemented to provide
initial and boundary conditions for D� and D��
where each time the coarser domain served as
the provider of input for meteorological �elds�
and boundary conditions for meteorological as
well as chemical �elds� Domains D�� D�� and D�
were only integrated for �� hours� The chemi�
cal �elds on all domains are initialized with the
previous ��hour forecast �elds� A mixed phase
microphysics scheme was used for explicit treat�
ment of precipitation on all domains� The high�
est resolution domain was run without a convec�
tive parameterization� all other domains allowed
for both� explixit and implicit treatment of con�
vection�

Anthropogenic emissions data are derived pri�
marly from the U�S� EPA county�wide emissions
for a base year of ���� �EPA NET���� ver�
sion ���� ozone season day� U�S� EPA� ����	�
One important modi�cation is the incorpora�
tion of commercial shipping emissions from the
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis�
sion �TNRCC	� which are a factor of � lower
than the EPA estimates for the Houston region
and are apportioned along major shipping lanes�
Highway fractions from � km resolution land�
use data of Texas �Wiedinmyer et al�� ���	 are
used to allocate mobile area source emissions as
well as the petroleum product storage� industrial�
and solvent sectors of the nonmobile area emis�
sions within each Texas county� For both point
and area sources� the hourly allocation factors�
and hydrocarbon speciation of the VOC from
the EPA �U�S� EPA� ���	 are used� For re�
gions outside of Texas� the spatial partitioning
of the mobile and nonmobile area sources within
a county is also taken from the �� degree lon�
gitude by �� degree latitude EPA emissions in�



�a	 �b	

Figure � Geographical view of the four domains for the real�time prediction experiment� Domain D
�a	 is integrated with �� km horizontal resolution� domain D� �a	 with � km� D� �a and b	 with � km�
and D� �b	 with ���km�

ventory �U�S� EPA� ���	� U�S� county boundary
data� coastline and water body boundaries from
the NCAR graphics libraries� and a unique appli�
cation of the AREAS package of NCAR graphics�
are used to con�ne emissions to land� and pro�
vide a consistent normalization between county
totals and the various emission and model grid
systems� The sensitivity of the photochemical re�
sults to the emissions inventory� particularly the
VOC emissions from various industrial sources
in the Houston�Galveston region� will be a pri�
mary focus of model post�analysis studies �see
also McKeen et al� ����	�

The real time runs were integrated on the
Forecast Systems Laboratory �FSL	�s supercom�
puter� a massively parallel cluster of Alpha
Ev��� processors with Linux operating systems�
All runs used �� processors� domain D� was the
costliest� using about  hour of wall clock time for
� hour of simulatiom time� Atmospheric models
such as MM� entail a high ratio of computation
to communication� The addition of atmospheric
chemistry processes further improves this ratio�
with the result that scalability to large num�
bers of processors is further improved so that the
availability of additional processors would have
lead to a further signi�cant decrease in wall clock
time�

� Results

The Houston ���� �eld experiment was a unique
opportunity to not only apply complex modeling
systems in real time� but also to verify results
and evaluate the quality of the forecasts� During
this talk we will give information about the over�
all performance of the model� A more detailed
comparison of meteorology will be given by Bao
et al� �����	� while Stu McKeen et al� �����	
concentrate on a comparison of ozone and ozone
precursors as observed by aircraft and predicted
by the model�
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